Orange County, FL Fire Rescue Department - FY2014 Summary


Sworn - 974     Paramedics - 12     Admin Staff - 142     Vacant Positions - 45     Total - 1,173

ACTUAL EXPENDITURES
FY 13-14 - $137,576,095     FY 12-13 - $121,403,565     FY 11-12 - $124,585,634     FY 10-11 - $126,294,272

PERSONNEL

Total Orange County Unit Responses in 2013--------- 208,698

UNIT RESPONSES

Woods Trucks -------------- 12     Air/Light Unit -------------- 1     Captains* ---------------- 6
Battalion Chiefs* ----------- 6     Peak Activity Medic Units --- 8     Assistant Chief* ----------- 1
ALS Engine/Quints -------- 40     Rehab Unit ------------------ 1     Rescue Boats --------------- 10
ALS Rescues -------------- 31     Water Tankers ------------- 5     Mobile Command Post ------- 2
Truck Companies ------------- 4

Total Orange County Unit Responses in 2013--------- 208,698

VITAL STATISTICS

CIVILIAN FIRE CASUALTIES

2014 ----- 5 fatal     7 injured
2013 ----- 8 fatal     4 injured
2012 ----- 3 fatal     25 injured
2011 ----- 6 fatal     15 injured
2010 ----- 4 fatal     19 injured

SIGNIFICANT INCIDENTS

2/17/14- Sta 83, Mass Casually
6/23/14- Sta 33, House Fire
7/31/14- Sta 70, Warehouse Fire
8/31/14- Sta 55, Townhome Fire
9/23/14- Sta 83, Mass Casually
10/04/14- Sta 34, House Fire

UNIT RESPONSES

AVERAGE FIRST UNIT RESPONSE TIME (RECEIPT-OF-CALL TO ON-SCENE)

URBAN/SUBURBAN SERVICE AREA - 6 MINUTES AND 36 SECONDS
RURAL SERVICE AREA - 7 MINUTES AND 28 SECONDS
COUNTY WIDE AREA - 6 MINUTES AND 41 SECONDS

* On Duty Per Shift

SPECIAL SERVICE SQUADS

SQ1 ------------ 2638
SQ3 ------------ 2276
SQ4 ------------ 1834

SPECIAL UNITS

Air/Light1 -------- 30
Boats ------------ 3
Command Tech ------ 140
Spec Engineer ----- 48
Rehab Unit ------- 86
Brush/Woods ----- 320
Tankers -------- 169
Monitor/Decon 1 ---- 12
Other Units ------ 453

shift captains

CPT4 ------------ 1236
CPT1 ------------ 909
CPT6 ------------ 738
CPT3 ------------ 648
CPT2 ------------ 565
CPT5 ------------ 530

trucks

TR51 ------------ 2269
TR30 ------------ 1806
TR83 ------------ 1460
TR54 ------------ 1086